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COMMENT ❱ GOVERNANCE & CULTURE

The FCA’s ‘100 flowers’ discussion paper
“Culture and governance is a priority,” stresses the Financial
Conduct Authority. Yet pinning down how to repair and
sustain positive beliefs and behaviours within firms is far from
straightforward. The regulator’s latest treatise on the subject
borrows a little from a brief liberal period of Chairman Mao,
writes Julian Sampson.

Culture in regulated firms is important – we all know
that. As the FCA says in the very first words of its March
discussion paper 18/2 (‘Transforming Culture in Financial
Services’), “Culture in financial services is widely accepted
as a key root cause of the major conduct failings that have
occurred within the industry in recent history, causing harm
to both consumers and markets.” This DP follows directly
from a long line of previous cultural initiatives from the FCA
and other policy makers – we can all remember ‘Tone from
the Top’, ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ and ‘balanced score
cards’ – all of which were (and remain) regulatory initiatives
or themes designed to address an aspect of firm culture.
However, the FCA has so far failed to bring about a
‘Cultural Revolution’, so in DP18/2 the regulator has taken
a different approach. Rather than set out an agenda for
change, with recommendations for new rules on culture to
be consulted upon, the FCA has chosen an earlier Maoist
approach of letting “100 flowers bloom, 100 schools of
thought contend”. Or rather 28 schools of thought, as
DP18/2 gives a platform for a variety of practitioners,
regulators and academics, allowing them to express
their views on what makes “good” culture and how it can
be fostered.
So don’t expect DP18/2 to offer a clear path through the
cultural quagmire to stable ground. Quite the opposite –
some of these essays are contradictory; some offer no direct
examples for the financial sector. But this is welcomed by
the FCA and is part of the DP’s role in furthering debate and
discussion. The FCA hopes that the DP will prove “a basis for
debate on how to drive sustainable culture change”.
But that doesn’t mean that firms and practitioners
should put their reading of DP18/2 at the bottom of their list,
below more pressing policy statements and consultation
papers. It is clear that culture will remain at the top of the
FCA’s agenda and will form a key part of any supervision

team’s discussion with management. So be prepared for
the challenge to define your firm’s culture, substantiate it
and say what you’re doing to enhance it.
Notwithstanding all of the forgoing, there are within
DP18/2 some key clues as to what the regulator regards
as “good” culture. Some of these are obvious, others
less so. Here follows our own checklist as to what firms
should be doing to show the FCA that they are addressing
the cultural issue within their firms, along with our
own observations.
1. If it looks like a duck…
Attempts by the FCA and firms to address organisational
culture have previously foundered on the twin rocks of how
that culture is defined and how you then measure it.
But don’t spend too much time on this, says the FCA.
Even if you succeed, that doesn’t mean that your culture
is “right” (or wrong): “Each firm’s culture is different, and
appropriately so. We do not believe there should be a ‘one
size fits all’ culture and we do not prescribe what any firm’s
culture should be.”
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That said, the lack of an agreed definition of “culture”
does not stop the firm from managing that culture:
“Leaders can manage culture even if they can’t measure
it very well.”
2. It’s all about individual accountability
If culture is the question, SMCR (the FCA believes) is (at
least a large part of) the answer. “From start-ups to
large corporations, clear accountability for individuals
is fundamental,” says Jonathan Davidson, director of
supervision – retail and authorisations, in his introduction
to the DP. Firms that have already implemented the Senior
Managers and Certification Regime have found that SMCR’s
“clarity of accountability has noticeably improved the
effectiveness of their leadership”. This, on the assumption
that “effective leadership” is a culturally “good thing” and
does not lead to a weakening of collective responsibility
and creation of titanic executives who brook no challenge
because specific responsibility for a particular aspect of
their business is in their Statement of Responsibilities and
not that of the challenger.
But the FCA’s belief and intention is clear – if you are
not yet within scope of the SMCR, show your good culture
by taking steps to implement it ahead of the presumed
implementation date of mid-late 2019.
3. There will be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner
who repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons
who do not need to repent
So says the Gospel of Luke, and the FCA. It is interesting that
of all the firms there might be whose efforts the regulator
choses to showcase, three of them are Credit Suisse,
UBS and BNP. Who? These firms as exemplars of “good
culture”? Can this be the same Credit Suisse who in the past
was fined approximately £21 million? The same UBS that
was fined £411m for LIBOR fixing? The same BNP Paribas
sanctioned $596m for currency offences and anti-money
laundering controls?
Clearly, the FCA is not holding out these firms’ past
practices as examples for emulation. But perhaps it does
show a truth – that like the recovering alcoholic, you have to
hit rock bottom before you can start the climb up the other
side. None of the essays from these firms indicate that this
might be the case but it’s intriguing to wonder whether
they had to undergo some kind of Pauline conversion before
they really did start to look at themselves – a conversion
made easier by the eye-watering fines they had to pay and
the reputational damage they suffered.
Perhaps it would have been a better idea for the FCA to
invite contributions from firms that have not had such a
rollercoaster relationship with them. Otherwise, an implicit
message of these essays might be that things have to
get much worse before they can get better. One can only
hope that other firms will learn from these examples and
address their cultures before, to misquote Peter Drucker, it
eats them.
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4. The new arrival may have messianic fervour
Not all of the contributions are from big, long-established
firms, where culture can be deeply embedded and hard to
change. Two of the contributing firms are Metro Bank and
Monzo Bank, both relatively new kids on the block.
Both fall into the category of ‘challenger’ banks,
exploiting new technology and benefitting from their
ability to move swiftly to give clients outstanding service.
Or rather, not “clients”, as the Metro contributors are at
pains to point out – “FANS”. (Yes, in upper case throughout).
These are customers who are “surprised and delighted”
by Metro’s service. And there is a messianic air to their
approach – execution is “fanatical”, colleagues have a
“passion” for customer services and customer experience
must be “amazing”.
Although there is much to learn from these two
contributions, how much of it can be emulated by other,
more established firms? Is the implication of these
contributions that we should indeed break up the big banks
so that they can re-discover the customer focus they had
in past centuries?
And, even after all of their efforts, Metro Bank was still
tripped up by a very old fashioned conflict of interest issue –
its recent AGM on 23 April was dogged by controversy over
multi-million pound payments made to a company owned
by the wife of the chairman, Vernon Hill.
5. History matters
It follows from the above that history – or lack of it – is
important when creating a culture. Metro and Monzo start
with the advantage of a blank piece of paper. Nationwide
Building Society, another contributor to the FCA’s DP, point
to “‘an ethic of care’ which we trace back to our origins and
philosophy”. Origins that date back to 1846.
Similarly the TSB contributors, when talking out their
culture, directly reference their founder’s philosophy,
“creating a bank that put customers and communities before
short-term profit, as Henry Duncan sought to do when he set
up the Trustee Savings Bank over 200 years ago”.
It doesn’t follow from this that firms with poor cultures
have no history, or that only new start-ups can escape the
perhaps malign effect of a bad history. But it may mean
that firms would do well to re-discover the principles that
their founders espoused.
6. Creeping Corbynism?
Without taking sides, this DP could be seen as either a longoverdue antidote to the market excesses of the Thatcher/
Blair years, for which we’re now all counting the true cost,
or a worrying drift to the anti-market, anti-business rhetoric
of the Labour party.
The whole emphasis on the rights of the consumer over
the rights of the firm might indicate that this was the case.
Indeed, contributors to the DP from the TSB talk about
how they are creating “a bank that put[s] customers and
communities before short term profit”. TSB, they say, works
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“to serve the local communities [they’re] part of, rather
than the other way round”.
Beyond the rhetoric, what does that mean? Does it
signify that they uphold every customer complaint? Grant
every borrowing request? Never call in a loan? Of course
not. But if that’s the case, is “putting customers first” truly
more than virtue signalling?
TSB would say that it was, and would point to their
scrapping of “sales targets, sales linked rewards and access
to comparative sales data”. Instead, staff are rewarded
“purely on the service they give to customers” and assessed
by reviewing their “skill, attitude and behaviour, as opposed
to any outputs”.
That sounds all very well, but in assessing performance
on the basis of their new metrics, are TSB staff under any
less pressure now that they are no longer assessed on the
basis of “how much have you sold” but on the basis of “how
many customers have you helped?” And is the feedback
that TSB receives from clients via its ‘net promoter score’
a sufficient basis on which to judge performance? Is it
scaleable and replicable?
And the changes TSB have trumpeted didn’t help them
avoid a major IT meltdown this April when their mobile and
online services failed. In November 2014, RBS, NatWest and
Ulster Bank were fined £42m by the FCA for similar failures.
Will the efforts TSB have made to pick up the regulator’s
cultural agenda help them avoid a fine? If so, maybe their
efforts will have been worthwhile. But I’m sure that the
directors of TSB would eschew so short-termist a view, and
be more worried about the hit to their ‘net promoter’ score
that these events will doubtless have caused.
Commercial organisations need to survive, and to survive
they need to sell. Andrew Bailey, FCA chief executive, tried
on 19 March to square this circle when he introduced the
DP to the FCA’s ‘Transforming Culture in Financial Services
Conference’. Quoting Milton Friedman, he said that “the
responsibility [of business] to make as much money as

possible should conform with the basic rules of society, as
embodied in the law, and ‘in ethical custom’.” Bailey’s view
is that “with the benefit of hindsight… the point made by
Friedman about ethical custom, and also the law, was not
followed consistently, with disastrous consequences in the
financial crisis. Since then, we have set about rebuilding the
system and rebalancing the incentives.”

So where does all this take us?
We can see this DP as an effort by the FCA to swing the
pendulum of culture back from the interests of the business
to the interests of the consumer. As we all seek to protect
our firms from the threats of both regulatory scrutiny and
consumer dissatisfaction, finding a culture that addresses
both in a balanced way would be no bad thing.
Back in 1956, when Mao launched the ‘100 flowers’
campaign, its ostensible purpose was to encourage
intellectuals and others to express their views of the regime
openly. Sadly for them, Mao didn’t like what they said, and
the ‘100 flowers’ campaign was followed by an extended
period of repression.
While welcoming discussion, this DP doesn’t end with
the usual request for feedback. Instead, under “What can
you do?” the DP advises that it “offers actionable insights
for financial services leaders and practitioners to consider
how they effect change in their organisations”. And in the
meantime the FCA “intend to continue [their] engagement
with the external financial services community to gather
practical examples of how the insights from this paper can
be applied in practice”. So be sure that when the FCA does
engage with you on this, you’re able to offer them some
bouquets.
Julian Sampson (julian@fulcrumcompliance.com) is director of
Fulcrum Compliance (www.fulcrumcompliance.com) and was
chair of the Chartered Institute for Securities and Investment
compliance professional forum from 2009-2015.
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